
Beauty for Ashes

Midnite

the highest live, the highest live
to trust where someone is we need to live we need to live

the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness
and i and i is inna sameness you see it

beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning
the one chance the conscience see in all i-manity

'mong all nationality, the full spectrum of everything it is
JAH can be found wherever people be
so dont let it be hatred of a deep degree
lets try to put perspective to the scrutiny

when reading from the deeds chronology of history
all nations have their shame and pride revealed

as the Lion of Judah loose the seven seal
a broken contrite heart should be in all to feel

as these are the gates of a soul redeemed
there's a lot of deep mistakes and a lot of shadow steal

written upon a piece of iron and for real, for real
to trust where some one is we need to live we need to live

garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness
and i and i inna sameness

beauty for ashes
the oil of joy for mourning for mourning

program (? to quasi and a techno- off ?) to reel outta dream
careful what they're program in a medi set in

just keep the irates ( --?-- ) green
chlorophyll and hemoglobin similar sing

in every nationality the potential is
to sing forward goodness inna offerings

like the life yard where automatic now a for the buoy markers swim sing
along the road of histories inferences

JAH is not willing that any should perish
that hearts should come to repentance
and set it upon a cross for betterment

not so much certain its a woe and heal the world lament
cultivate the youth them talent and their unique presence
dont overload their self perception and self confidence

he of cruel speech meant to break a sense
Haile Selassie I with the compassion

a model of the living superlatives to implement
humble soul is not the populace its the justice
some well agreed intangibles about fairness
and its not a biased perspective premeditated
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for trust where someone is we need to live
the garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness

and i and i inna sameness
beauty for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning

give them beauty for ashes
beauty for ashes
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